Experimental Evaluation and Approach of Enhancement in Generation of Automatic Unsupervised Extractive Text Summarization of Marathi Text By Using Machine Learning Algorithm
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Abstract - The Text summarization has immense importance in the arena of Natural Language Processing. The summarization can be done in two ways: abstractive and extractive text summarization. Here, the language is a vast query, because we have large number of national and international languages. By studying the literature, the Marathi language is chosen for this work and we are trying to make a framework where all the students giving competent examinations can have summarized Marathi e-news articles by using extractive text summarization. For this objective we have used TextRank algorithm which has proven very effective for different languages. This paper demonstrates the summarization techniques on Marathi e-news articles using Gensim Library of TextRank algorithm and comparative analysis of summaries generated by using both TextRank and ROUGH method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Text summarization has been performed on various plentiful protuberant languages [1]. Indian languages do not have plenty of monolingual corpora which is large and publicly available, but they are broadly spoken by more than a billion speakers, they include 8 out of top 20 utmost spoken languages and ~30 languages with more than a million speakers. There is also an increasing populace of users consuming Indian language content (print, digital, government and businesses).[4] The Marathi language is a prominent and predominantly spoken language in Maharashtra, India. But as far as the research is concerned, it has not established the required attention in the domain of Natural Language Processing. This language is morphologically rich.

A lot of study has been done on extractive summarization of text that it works superbly as it doesn’t change the construction of a sentence and methods of POS provided by any language. For numerous languages across the world, for python, the TextRank algorithm is used, and for Marathi Text which we focusing, Gensim library works efficiently. We are creating a framework which summarizes e-news articles in Marathi for the students who are useful for the students preparing for competitive examinations [2].

Our efforts are primarily in this direction to develop a competent framework which supports students in easiest way for upgrading themselves with recent trends and current awareness by summarized e-news articles. This paper promiscues on single document Extractive Marathi text summarizer.

Semantic representation and sentence extraction are very effective in extractive technique compared to abstractive. The monolingual summary here is a competent way of representing the long text in sort form.

II. WORK IN THIS AREA

There are 2 ways to perform text summarization: first one is single document and the other is multidocument, and the summarization further divided into 2 types: 1) extraction method and 2) abstraction method. Keywords and paragraphs are inhibited to create summaries. In extraction-based summarization, the assembled innovative text is formed in abstractive summarization [3].

Considering English language, a lot of work has been done and got enhanced results for summarizing it. It can be predicted that there is a need to focus on regional languages in India which are used in numerous fields for numerous determinations. A major problem with web contents can be redundancy in text and there is no standard evaluation method for some problems in NLP. Summarization is easier than evaluation considering this problem. [5]
In this study, researchers have projected an enhanced approach to solve the problem of topic deviation in abstractive summarization method by combining TextRank with BART model. These methods are used to extract and create summaries from news text data. Tentative results show that compared with single BART model, the average recall scores of Rouge-1, Rouge-2 and Rouge-Lare improved by 1.5%, 0.5% and 1.3% respectively. \[7\]

This paper presents a system for unsupervised extractive text summarization method using neural networks for Marathi e-news articles. Extractive summaries or extracts are formed by detecting significant sentences or words which are directly selected from the given input document. They tried to propose the use of a type of neural network i.e., Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) which can perform calculations on sequential data. \[8\]

This paper focuses on overcoming the scalability problem by extracting tokens in Marathi text [9] diverse datasets are undergone the experiments and results prove the strength of the proposed method for Marathi Corpus by using the precision and entropy.

This study emphases on lack of resources, either tools or corpora, which is a noticeable problem for both linguistic methods & statistical methods. Machine learning is often used with both statistical and linguistic approaches to train the system using a labelled corpus. Since a summary has to be evaluated using many aspects, assessing different methods is challenging.\[10\]

In this paper, authors proposed a survey on existing text summarization methods and NLP tools for Indian regional languages. The issues associated with the Indian languages are also elaborated which are the bottlenecks for summarization of Indian languages.\[11\]

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We have used dataset from GitHub which includes 1135 Marathi e-news articles which are divided into 5 domains as banking, sports, film industry, general knowledge& polity news. The type of the files in dataset is ‘.txt’ and the contents of these files are then forwarded as an input for summarization system.\[6\]

In this study, we are using extractive based approach using machine learning TextRank algorithm. As shown in above figure, the system reads the document first, then its length is calculated, and it would produce a summary which gives user; significant sentences according to the necessity of the user. The digital textual data is acquiring rank by day by day, the related literature demonstrates that there are many methods & algorithms suitable for Text processing and text summarization. Depending on the language elected and the algorithm chosen, the result may differ.

By using sentences as nodes, the TextRank mock-ups any document as a graph for the task of automated text summarization.\[14\]. The unstructured data is converted in structured form by performing these experiments. The TextRank algorithm trails the mentioned phases to get summary.

The primary foot steps to calculate the total length of the total input Marathi text. The total length is compared with the summarized text length at the end, this is how the user gets the ratio to be tested.

Formerly the word split step is performed by using mytext.split() function & it is saved in other variable. Each sentence is split into words, the frequency of each word is then counted & stored in an empty array. The frequency count is calculated by using get() function and counter will benefit to get exact count of individual word.

In the next step Key Value pairs are created. The efficiency of an algorithm is subject to the language used for deriving summary. This system helps to progress therewith results by data pre-processing, and improved efficiency can be seen in case of Marathi text.\[15\]

The meaning of Gensim is to “Generate Similar”, it is used for unsupervised topic modelling. Gensim is an open-source library.\[13\]
There are 3 methods included in Gensim library of Python, which helps user to generate meaningful summary of input Marathi e-news article. This algorithm provisions unsupervised extractive Marathi text summarization which generates summary by combining top rated sentences from the input data file.

First method is to use Summarize () function from Gensim library using TextRank Algorithm, this method shows the summary of input text by using 0.2% ratio, i.e. 20%. This needs minimum 200 characters in input text.

The second method takes input of wordcount from user which we have considered 150 with which user can have meaningful summary, So, with the 150-character wordcount the summary is generated. This value of count may be increased or decreased as per user requirements.

The Third Method takes ratio value as an input from user which varies between 0 to 1. Here, 0.3 refers to 30% of summary, similarly 0.5 refers to 50% summary which we have considered for our testing news articles. The default value is 0.2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS &RESULTS

As explained above the first method shows the 20% summary of input text by using summarize function of Gensim library. The resultant values of lengths of input and output text are arranged in a vector table and shown with the help of graphical representation as follows.

Here in this graph, we have considered 30 samples of banking domain. The values on red bar shows total length and orange bar shows summary length. The first news article b1 is having input text length of 2372 and its length after generation of summary is 460, which is approx. 20% of the original text. It is verified for all other samples too. So, the default value of this function is 0.2.[12]
The second method’s vector table and graphical representation is as follows:

**Fig 3. Summary by using Wordcount**

The above graph shows the 30 samples chosen from the sports domain where news files are summarized on the basis of wordcount which is considered 150 here for testing purpose. It may vary as per need of the user. The news samples are summarized using Gensim library & the graph shows the accuracy which is further compared with the summarize function. The third method’s vector table and graphical representation is as follows:

**Fig 4. Summary by using Ratio**
This graph shows the summarization of 30 samples from film industry domain. Here the summary is generated using ratio. The value of ratio can vary from 0 to 1. We have considered 0.5 for testing purpose. Minimum and default value is 0.2, as it requires meaningful summary. The accuracy of this method is also compared with other 2 methods mentioned above.

Here, we are scheming the summary on the basis of either summary (), wordcount or ratio functions in Gensim Library using TextRank algorithm which works best on the Marathi text. The following graph shows the summary of news in general knowledge domain by using all the 3 methods that are considered at a time, so that the user can go through the comparative summary analysis of same news article by 3 different methods.

![Summary Evaluation (General Knowledge)](image)

**Fig 5.** Summary evaluation by all methods(Combined representation)

The successful summary i.e. positives and negatives are also evaluated. The following table shows the count:
The percentage of accuracy of individual domain is calculated based on the above table which is shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Percentage of Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following graphs shows the results:

**Fig 6. Comparative study**

Here in this graph the blue bars show the total samples considered, orange bar shows the true positives i.e. appropriate summary generation, and the Gray bar shows the negatives, i.e. summary is not generated up to the mark. It covers all 5 domains which we have covered.

**Fig 7. Result Analysis of all 5 domains**

This graph shows the results of all domains which are calculated on the basis of the comparative study values of positive and negative summary samples. So the overall average accuracy of all the methods combined is 96.66%. This shows that the system really works well with Marathi text unsupervised extractive summary generation.

**V. CONCLUSION**

The paper explicates the experiments which are performed on the Marathi e-news of 5 different domains like Banking, Sports, Film Industry, General Knowledge, & Politics. The TextRank algorithm is used for summarizing News articles and the outcomes shows that it works well with Banking, Film Industry, & General Knowledge with 96.67% result for all and sports & politics with 76.67% & 80% respectively. Considering the positives and negatives in the news samples, the results of all three methods are compared and the average accuracy is 96.66%. This summarization technique may prove to be more precise and obliging to the society.
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